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SINGULAR RELAXATION MODULI AND SMOOTHING IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISCOELASTICITY

WOLFGANG DESCH AND RONALD GRIMMER

Abstract. We develop a semigroup setting for linear viscoelasticity in three-

dimensional space with tensor-valued relaxation modulus and give a criterion

on the relaxation kernel for differentiability and analyticity of the solutions.

The method is also extended to a simple problem in thermoviscoelasticity.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider smoothing properties of systems of linear integral and differen-

tial equations in Hilbert spaces. Our equations occur naturally as an abstract

setting for the equations of motion of a linearly viscoelastic body in three-

dimensional space.

There is extensive literature concerning the effects of viscoelasticity on propa-

gation and nonpropagation of discontinuities. Smooth convolution kernels with

one derivative bounded at 0 yield hyperbolic behavior in the sense that singu-

larities are propagated much as in the purely elastic case, although they are

exponentially damped (e.g., see [1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 17, 23, 25]). However, recent

literature indicates that many materials may be better described by equations in-

volving singular kernels, such as fractional derivative models [2, 3, 26]. In [31]

it is observed that such kernels can yield differentiable and even C°° solutions.

It is known that strong singularities at 0 will even yield analytic solution oper-

ators, e.g., [18]. In [21] it is shown that smoothing occurs if the singularity of

the kernel at 0 is not weaker than logarithmic. If the singularity is stronger than

logarithmic, then the solution is C°°. In [29] a method is developed to treat

abstract integrodifferential equations with singular kernels in Banach space. In

[30] a frequency domain criterion on the kernel for smoothing is given. The

asymptotic ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the Laplace transform of

the kernel turns out to be the crucial quantity governing smoothing. A related

criterion for certain matrix-valued kernels is discussed in [11]. Other aspects of

singular kernels have been studied, such as compactness of the solution opera-

tor [19], essential stability of the system [13], and effects of boundary feedback
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stabilization and destabilization [20]. A thorough discussion of singular kernels

and hyperbolicity is found in [32].

Most of the work mentioned above is confined to scalar kernels. To handle

viscoelasticity in three-dimensional space, one has to consider tensor-valued

relaxation moduli. In this paper we develop an abstract setting pertinent to this

case and give a smoothing criterion similar to that of [30]. The formulation of

our equations is somewhat unusual; they are a literal translation of the equation

of momentum and the constitutive equation into abstract equations in Hubert

space. Basically, our method is very closely related to that in [30]. Both rely

on finding logarithmic estimates for the Laplace transform of the solution for

large imaginary parts. The transition from scalars to operators, replacing real

and imaginary parts by self-adjoint and skew-adjoint parts, makes the results

as well as the proofs look more technical. On the other hand, we introduce a

semigroup setting similar to that in [13] to make the problem accessible to an

abstract criterion for differentiability of semigroups ([27, 28], where one finds

a detailed discussion of differentiable semigroups). This theorem requires only

estimates on the imaginary axis rather than on a curve in the left half-plane;

thus some of the work is considerably simplified.

Semigroup settings for integrodifferential equations are quite common [4, 8,

24, 33]. Some of these settings require state spaces constructed particularly

to the special kernels [8, 13, 33]. It seems that this is necessary in any case

where singular kernels are to be treated. We choose a forcing function setting

rather than a history space, because obtaining a differentiable semigroup while

one carries on some nonsmooth history of the velocity field seems unlikely. It

is somewhat unsatisfactory that our state space and its norm have no intuitive

physical meaning (such as energy). Also, this construction is restricted to com-

pletely monotonie kernels, while physical considerations would allow for more

general relaxation moduli. However, we feel that the latter restriction is not

a serious one; in particular, fractional derivative kernels are completely mono-

tone.

The paper is organized as follows: §2 sets up the abstract equations and pro-

vides the semigroup setting. §3 proves the smoothing criterion, and §4 gives the

application to the equations of viscoelasticity. Finally, in §5 we sketch how our

methods can be modified to treat some problems in linear thermoviscoelastic-

ity.

2. Semigroup setting

We consider the abstract problem

Rv'(t) = -Do(t),

(2 1) r'
o(t)= /     A(t-s)D*v(s)ds.

J—oo
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Here the prime denotes the derivative with respect to t, v is supposed to be

a continuous function on [0, oo) with values in some Hubert space Y, and o

takes values in a Hilbert space X.

Our assumptions are:

Hypothesis D. D: X D dornD —► Y is a closed, densely defined linear operator,

and D*: Y D domD* -»I is its adjoint.

Hypothesis R. R : Y -* Y is a bounded, continuously invertible, positive defi-

nite linear operator.

Hypothesis A. For each t > 0, A(t) is a bounded linear operator on X. A

is completely monotonie in the following sense: There exist an operator-valued

function G and a nondecreasing function v: [0,oo) —► [0,oo) such that for

each xeX
rOO

A(t)x=        e^'G(Qxdv(Q,
Jo

where for each £ > 0   G(Q is a bounded, self-adjoint, positive semidefinite

linear operator on X, and for each x e X and t > 0 the function e~  G(Qx

is (Bochner-) integrable with respect to v . Moreover, we assume that ||^|| is

integrable on [0,1] and for some t0 > 0 A(t0) is continuously invertible.
2 2

Let Ll/((0,oo),X) be the space of ^-valued L -functions with respect to

the measure dv , endowed with the scalar product

(<t>,v)= r(<t>(QMQ)dv(Q.
Jo

(This space is very closely related to an L -space LG with respect to the

operator-valued measure G(r,)du(Q ; namely if 4> e Lv , then G~xl2<j> e L2G .

Actually the whole problem can also be set in terms of this space. For a discus-

sion of this type of space see [35] and the references therein.)

By Hypothesis A we can—at least formally—rewrite the equation for o :

o(t)= f    A(t-s)D*v(s)ds
J — OO

/t        /*oo /*oo

/    e-^-s)G(QD\(s)dv(Qds=       Gl/2(f)0(/,f)rfi/(f),
-oo Jo Jo

where tp(t, Q = GX/2(Q /!„ e~a'~s)D*v(s) ds. This yields a simple differential
equation for <p :

^(t,0 = -Ç<t>(t,i;) + GX/2(QD*v(t).

If the history of v is such that 0(0,.) € L2 , we may rewrite (2.1) formally

as

Rv'(t) = -D f°°Gxl2(t:)4>(t,Qdv(Q,
(2.2) Jo

<p'(t, Ç) = -r.<p(t, 0 + Gx,2(QD*v(t),       (/ > 0),

with given initial data v(0) and 0(0,0-
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(2.2) is then treated as an abstract Cauchy problem in S? = Y x L2 , the state

of the system being the pair (v(t), <f>(t,.)). As a scalar product in S? we use

((v ,<p),(w, tp)) = (v,Rw) + (tp, tp). We define an operator s/ on

dom¿y= i(v,<p)eä?:vedomD*, £0(0 - Gx'2(QD*v e L2V,

j~Gxl2(C.)<p(Qdv(QedomD}

by

sZ(v,<t>)=(-R-xDJ~Gx/2(Otp(Odv(Q,  -Ç<p(0 + GX/2(QD*v^ .

The integral f™ Gxl2(Q<p(Qdu(Q is taken in the weak sense. For a justification

see Lemma 2.4 below.

We show in this section:

Theorem 2.1. si generates a C0-semigroup ?7(i) of contractions on S?.

This implies wellposedness of (2.2) in the following sense (see [13]):

Corollary 2.2.

(a) Suppose that v : (-co, 0] —► domD* is given such that

0O(C) = C71/2(C) f°  eaD-v(t)dt
J — oo

satisfies <j>0 € L2,, £0O - Gx/2(QD*v(0) e L2v, and

j^GXI2(Q4>(3(Qdv(Q  (=£   A(-t)Dmv(t)dtjedomD.

Then there exist unique solutions v e Cx ([0, oo), Y) and o e C([0, oo), X)

such that (2.1) ¿j satisfied for each t > 0.

(b) v(t) e Y depends continuously on v(0) e Y and <f>0 e L2, uniformly

for t in compact intervals.   Hence for all initial data v(0) e Y and (/>0 e

L2 a generalized solution v e C([0, oo), Y) can be defined by approximation.

(Notice, however, that o does not depend continuously on v(0) e Y and <pQ e Lv

unless f0°° G(Ç)dv(Ç) is a bounded operator.)

(c) The Laplace transform of the generalized solution satisfies

kRv(k)-Rv(0) = -Dô(k),

where ô(k) is defined by

d(k) = A(k)D*v(k) + j    —G1/2(C)0o(C) dv(Q.
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Here A denotes the Laplace transform of A ; see Lemma 2.3 below. (In case

(a), this ô is the Laplace transform of the solution o.)

Proof, (a) Put (v(t),<i>(t,.)) = ^(t)(v(0),<p0). As the initial data have been

constructed so that (v(0) ,0O) e domj/ , (v(t) ,0(0) lies in domj/ , depend-

ing continuously on t. o(t) = /0°° Gx/2(r,)((>(t,C)du(Q is well defined (see

Lemma 2.4 below). Equation (2.1) follows from the fact that (v'(t), <f>'(t)) =

tf(v(t),cp(t))-

(b) is evident since the operators S^(t) are uniformly bounded for t in

compact intervals.

(c) By standard semigroup theory the generalized solution (v(t),<p(t)) =

5*(t)(v(0),4>0) satisfies (k - #/)(v(k),4>(k)) = (tz(O),0o); i.e., kv(k) +

R-xDf03OGx/2(0J>(k,Qdv(C,) = v(0), and (k +C)$(k,C) - Gx/2(OD*v(k) =

0O(O . The latter equation yields

fV/2(O0(A,O^(O
Jo

= l°° xTcg1/2{0^{0 dv{Q + ÂWD*vW = *W • D

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1, which is given

by several lemmas. We start out with some technical details about the Laplace

transform of A :

Lemma 2.3.

(a) ||^(0ll M nonincreasing. In particular, for any k e C with Re A > 0, a

continuous linear operator A(k) is defined in X by the Bochner integral

/•OO

A(k)x= /    e~MA(t)xdt.
Jo

(b) For all x e X and k> 0, the function Ç — (A + 0~1/2t71/2(0-* « »*«

L2u((0,oo),X),and

¡^ xt^IIg1/2(í)*II2 MZ) < \\Â(k)\\ \\x\\2.

(c) For all k e C\(-co, 0], a continuous linear operator is defined on X by

the weak integral

Â(k)x = l^j^G(Qxdu(Q,

and it is the analytic extension of A as it is defined in (a).

(d) For all k > 0 a continuous linear operator is defined on X by the weak

integral

CührGii)xdHCh
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(e) For all k > 0,  A(k) and /0°°(1/(A + Q2)G(Qdv(Q  are continuously
invertible.

Proof, (a) Since for s < t and all x e X

(x,A(t)x)= ¡°°e-^(x,G(Qx)dv(Q< f*VÍJ(x,G(Qx)dv(Q
Jo Jo

= (x,A(s)x),

we have that A(t) and A(s) — A(t) are positive semidefinite operators, whence

M(0II<M(*)I|.
(b)

lo°° I^(Gx/2(Qx,Gx/2(Ox)du(Q

y*00     /»C

Jo   Jo
e xte a(x,G(C)x)dtdu(C)

/•OO      /*00 /»OO

= /     /    e~Áte'c'(x,G(C)x)du(Qdt=       e~kt(x,A(t)x)dt
Jo   Jo Jo

= (x, Â(k)x).

The interchange of order of integration is correct since

re- r
Jo Jo

fOO ,        /-OO

e~Çt(x,G(Qx)dv(Qdt

converges absolutely.

(c) Fix x e X. For any y e X

I/*00 1 7*00 1

J0 kTc{y,G{C)x)dl/i0\-Jo jTTz\]{Gl/2{0y'G{/2{0x)ldl/{0

* [J0   Y^\\Gx/2(C)y\\2du(C)^     ^   _^_||fj1/2(f)x||2rfi/(C)
1/2

< M\\A(k)\\ \\y\\ \\x\\   by(b).

Thus f0oo(l/(k+C))(y ,G(C)x) du(Q exists and depends continuously on y and

x. Obviously, for fixed x and y it depends analytically on k. Utilizing re-

peatedly the fact that a family of bounded linear operators depending weakly

analytically on a parameter k depends in fact analytically in the sense of oper-

ator topology, we infer analyticity of A . For k > 0, the definitions of A (k) in

(a) and (c) are equivalent, since

roo        i /-oo    /-oo

J0    I^(y,G(Ox)du(C) = Jo   J    e-(X+Q'(y,G(C)x)du(C)
/•OO     /*oo /*oo

= /     /    e-iÁH)l(y,G(C)x)du(Q=        e~h' (y ,A(t)x)dt.
Jo   Jo Jo
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(d)

i"0 77-^1^ ' W)x)\MC) < H TTr ̂ ' W)x)\du(Q
Jo    (k + 0 Jo   *■ + (,

'   /•oo        i i 1/2 r   /«oo       i 1 1/2

<Aiyo IT^iiG1/2(o>'ii2^(oj    yo y^iiG^io^ii'^c)

< jW||i(A)|| ||jv|| ||jc||   with some constant M.

(e) AU we have to show is that for some constant M and all x e X (x, A(k)x)

> M(x ,A(t0)x). Then positivity and invertibility of A(t0) imply invertibility

of A(k).

/OO 1 /-OOjLç{x,G(Z)x)du(Q>Mj    e-td(x,G(C,)x)dv(Q

= M(x ,A(tQ)x).

The same argument works for the operator defined in (d).   D

Lemma 2.4. If for some w eX and 0 e L2((0,oo), X) the function

V(0 = £0(0 - Gx/2(Qw

lies in L2((0,oc7),X), then the weak integral

LV/2(O0(O<MO

exists and depends continuously on w e X and 0 and tp e Lu((0, oo), X).

Proof. Fix some k > 0. For any y e X,

/•OO /*oo        i

yo i<y,G1/2(O0(o>i¿KO = yo y^i(c71/2(0y,(a+00(0)1^(0

= j~ y^l<G1/2(Oy,A0(O + v(0 + Gx/2(Qw)\dH0

/•OO

<A1/2 /    (k + C)-i/2\(GX/2(Qy,<p(Q)\du(i:)
Jo

/•OO

+ A"1/2 /    (k + Q-X/2\(GX/2(Oy,ip(t))\dv(0
Jo

+ f°°(k + O"' \{Gm(Qy, Gx/2(C)w)\du(Q
Jo

< Al/2||^(A)||1/2||y|| 11011 + A-1/2M(A)||1/2||y|| \\tp\\ + \\A(k)\\ ||y|| \\w\\.   D

Lemma 2.5. s/ is densely defined in S?.

Proof. Given (y ,\p) e Y x L2 and e > 0 we have to find (v ,0) e doms/

such that ||(v,0) - (y,y/)\\ < e. As D* is densely defined, we can choose

v e domD* such that \\v - y\\ < e/4. Next we choose T sufficiently large
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*(C) = Í

suchthat ff(tp(Q,W(Q)dv(Q<£¿ll6 and /~C¿(D*v,G(QD*v)dv(Q <
e2/16; define

>(£) for £<7\

ClGx/2(QD*v for£>7\

Then ||7t - y/\\ < e/2. Now we fix some A > 0 and put 0(0 = 7r(£) +

(k + Q~2Gx'2(Qw with some small w suchthat f^(k + Q~\w ,G(Qw)du(Q

< e2/16. To obtain that (v ,4>) e domsi we need Gx/2(Ç)D*v - £0 e L2,

which holds as C(k + 0~2Gx/2(Qw eL2v for any w and £tt - Gx/2(QD*v has

compact support. Furthermore, we require that

V/2(O0(o^(oL
/•OO /»OO

=        Gxl2(Qn(Qdv(Q+ \    (k+ Q~2G(Qw du(Q e dornD.
Jo Jo

As domD is dense in X we can find arbitrarily small h e X such that

f™Gxl2(Qn(t:)dv(r,) + h e dornD. Since /0°°(A + Q~2G(Qdv(Q is contin-

uously invertible, we can put w = (/0°°(A + £)~ G(Qdi/(Q)~xh with some h

which is small enough so that the required estimate for w is satisfied.   D

Lemma 2.6. s/ is dissipative.

Proof. Take (v, 0) e dom sf . Then

Re((v,<p),s/(v,<f>)) = Re(v, -RR~XD J™ GX/2(0<f>(Qdv(o)

/•OO

+ Re /    (0(£), GX/2(QD*v - £0(£)) du(Q
Jo

= -Re(r>mv, J~Gx/2(0<f>(0dv(C))

+ Re ̂ °° C71/2(£)0(£) dv(Ç), D\^

/•OO

-/   £(0(0,0(0)^(0Jo
/•OO

= - /    £(0(£),0(£))^(£) <0.   d
.zo

Lemma 2.7. For Re A > 0, (A - s/)~x  exists as a bounded linear operator on

S?'.

Proof. Since si is dissipative it is sufficient to show that for some A > 0 the

range of A - si is the whole space S?. Thus for given (y, tp) e S? we have to

find a solution (v, <p) to (A -si)(v ,(f>) = (y,tp), i.e.,

/•OO

(2.3) kv + R~XD       GX/2(Q4>(Qdu(C)=y,
Jo

(2.4) A0(£) - GX/2(QD*v + £0(£) = ip(Q.
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The latter equation yields immediately

(2.5) 0(£) = (A + 0"1 <z/(£) + (A + Q-xGx/2(QD*v .

Given v e domD*, such 0 lies evidently in Lv , and since

[£(A + £)-'- l]Gx/2(QD*v = -k(k + Q-xGx/2(QD*v,

also £0- Gxl2(Ç)D*v eL2. So we have only to determine a suitable v . Putting

tp(k)= r(k + Q-XGX/2(C)ip(Z)du(C),

z = /    C71/2(£)0(£) rfi/(C) = ,4(A)D*t; + y>(A),
Jo

we have to find v e domD* and z e domD such that

(2.7) kz - kA(k)D*v = ky/(k),

(2.8) kv + R~XDz = y.

We put w = ktp(k). We consider the system (2.7), (2.8) in the Hubert space

X x Y, with the scalar product.

((z,v),(z,v)) = (z,rXÂ(k)-Xz) + (v,Rv).

For any solution we have

k((z,v),(z,v))-Re((z,v)(w,y)) = Re((z,v),(kA(k)D'v,-R-xDz)) = 0,

hence ||(z,v)|| < A_1||(iíz,jz)|| . This implies that (z,v) depends continuously

on (w ,y), and by closedness of D and D* we infer that the set of all (w ,y)

that admit solutions to (2.7), (2.8) is a closed subspace of X x Y. Now let

(w,y) be orthogonal to this set; i.e., for all  z e domD and v e domD*,

(kz -kA(k)D*v,kv + R~xDz) ±(w,y). This says

(2.9) (z,A(k)'xw) - (D*v,w) + (kv,Ry) + (Dz,y) = 0.

If we put v = 0, we obtain for arbitrary z e domD, (z, A(k)~xw) + (Dz ,y) =

0 ; thus y e domD*, D*y = -Â(k)~xw . Similarly, w e domD, Dw = kRy.

Now we use z = w and v = y in (2.9) to obtain

(w,Â(k)~Xw) + (A(k)~xw,w) + (ky,Ry) + (kRy ,y) =0.

As A(k)~ and R are positive definite, this implies that (w ,y) = 0. Conse-

quently, (2.7) and (2.8) admit solutions for any y e Y, w = ky/(k) e X. This

proves the lemma.   D

Theorem 2.1 follows immediately from Lemmas 2.5-2.7, since a densely de-

fined m-dissipative linear operator generates a C0-semigroup of contractions.
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3. Smoothing

We call a C0-semigroup S"(t) generated by si in S? differentiable if for

each t > 0 5?(t) maps ¡71? into domsi . If this is true only for t > t0 with

some t0 > 0, we call the semigroup eventually differentiable. Thus differentia-

bility implies that the trajectories t -» 5?(t)x are C°° in (0, oo) for all x e 772?,

while for eventually differentiable semigroups the trajectories gain smoothness

gradually. As in usual applications, domsi consists of functions with certain

differentiability properties; differentiability of the semigroup also implies some

spatial smoothing. Differentiable semigroups are discussed in detail in [27, 28].

There the reader can find the following criterion for differentiability:

Differentiability Criterion. Let 7?(t) be a C0-semigroup generated by

si , and suppose that a e R is such that for sufficiently large \ß\ (a+iß-si)~x

exists.

(a) If limsup^i^^logl^HKa + iß -si)~x\\ < oo, then S"(t) is eventually

differentiable.

(b) If limsup^Hoolog|)?|||(a-r-z^-j/)_1|| = 0, then S"(t) is differentiable.

(c) If limsup^^^ \ß\\\(a + iß -si)~x\\ < oo, then S?(t) is analytic.

Proof, (a) and (b) are found in [27]. (c) can easily be verified using the standard

characterization of generators of analytic semigroups (see, e.g., [28]) and esti-

mating the Neumann series of (k-si)~x for A in a neighborhood of a+iß .   D

We return now to the semigroup 77(t) constructed in the previous section.

The main result of this section is that this semigroup satisfies

Theorem 3.1. With the notation and assumptions of §2, let kA(k) = (7(A) +

iV(k) with self-adjoint operators U and V. Suppose that for some function

y: (0,oo) -> (0,oo) and all ß > 0 the operator ßV(iß)-y(ß)U(iß) is positive

semidefinite.

(a) //■limsup^_>00log(p1)/y(p') = 0, then S"(t) is differentiable.

(b) If limsup„_>00log(y?)/y()S) < oo, then 77?(t) is eventually differentiable.

(c) If limsuOß^^ßIy(ß) < oo, then S"(t) is analytic.

In terms of the integrodifferential system (2.1) this means

Corollary 3.2. Let y be defined as in the theorem above, and let v be given on

(-co, 0] such that 0O defined in Corollary 2.2 is in Lv .

(a) If limsuOß^00log(ß)ly(ß) = 0 then there exist solutions v, o to (2.1)

in the sense that v e C°°((0,oo) ,Y), o e C°°((0,oo) ,X), and (2.1) holds for

all r > 0.

(b) 7/limsupg_(00log()?)/}'()S) < oo, then the generalized solution v to (2.1)

gains smoothness in t gradually. For sufficiently large t, o(t) is defined such

that (2.1) holds, and o(t) gains smoothness gradually.
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Proof. The only nontrivial parts of this corollary are the assertions concerning

o. As soon as (v(t), tp(t,.)) e domsi , by Lemma 2.4

/•OO

o(t)=        GI/2(£)0(i,£)^(£)
Jo

is well defined and depends continuously on the graph norm of (v(t),<p(t,.))

with respect to si .   n

The proof of the theorem is given by estimating (iß - si)~ for ß —► oo

and utilizing the differentiability criterion mentioned above. As we have only

proved existence of (A - si)~x for Re A > 0, we will need the following simple

observation:

Lemma 3.3. Let A be in the closure of the resolvent set of si and suppose that

for some M > 0 and each x e domsi, \\x\\ < M\\(k-sf)x\\. Then (k-si)~

exists (and evidently \\(k -si)~x\\ < M).

Proof. Let £ be in the resolvent set of si such that |£ - k\ < l/(2M). As

||x|| < M\\(k -sf)x\\ < M\\(C - J/)*|| + M\k - £| ||x|| < M||(£ - s?)x\\ + ||*||/2,
we infer that ||(£ - si) \\ < 2M. This implies that the Neumann series

(A - si ) 'x = £°!0 ( £ - k)J ( £ - si ) ~J~x converges, hence (A - si ) ~x exists.   D

Lemma 3.4. With the notation of Theorem 3.1, for ß > 0, (iß - si)~x exists

and \\(iß-siyx\\ = 0(l/y(ß) + l/ß) as ß^ oc.

Proof. In view of the lemma above, existence of (iß - si)~x is guaranteed

once we can prove the appropriate estimate. Thus assume that (v, <p) e domsi

satisfies (iß -s/)(v,0) = (y,y/) with ||(jz,^)|| < 1, i.e.,

/•OO

(3.1) ißv + R~xD       C71/2(£)0(£)¿zv(£) = y,
Jo

(3.2) ißtp(C) - GX/2(Ç)D*v + £0(£) = ip(C).

Again we obtain

(3.3) 0(£) = (£ + iß)~ V(0 + (C + iß)~lGx/2(QD*v,

hence

(3.4) ißv + R'XD(A(iß)D*v + ip(iß)) = y,

where
/•OO

(3.5) Wß)=l    (iß + Q~XGxl2(Qtp(Qdv(Q.
Jo

Multiplying (3.4) by iß and taking inner products with Rv we obtain

(3.6) -ß2(v,Rv) + (D*v, ißÄ(iß)D'v) + (D*v, ißw(iß)) - (v , ißRy) = 0.

Taking real and imaginary parts in (3.6) yields

(3.7) -ß2(v,Rv) + (D*v, UD*v) + Re(D*v, ißxp) - Re(v, ißRy)] = 0,
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(3.8) (D*v, VD*v) + Im(D*v, ißtp) - Im(« , ißRy) = 0.

(We have suppressed the argument (iß) in U, V, \p 7) We need an estimate

for \p. We estimate for x e X :

I   / rOO

\(x,f)\ = Ux,J    (C + iß)-lGx,2(Q¥(i:)du(Q

r c°° _t i '  r r°°
< \J   (x,\i + iß\2G(Ox)dHQ      I   (v(0,v(0)dHO

'(x-hCn^G(l)xdm

1/2

HI

1/2

= [ß  xIm(xJ(iß)x)]X/2\\<p\\ =

= [ß-2(x,Ux)]X/2\\W\\.

ß  xIm(x,jß(U + iV)x
1/2

m

(x,y/(iß))\<ß  x(x,Ux)xl2\\w\

Thus

(3.9)

Now (3.7) yields

e\"+Tßy>R{v+hy))
(3-10) < (D*v , UD'v) + (D*v, t/D*t;)1/2||<//|| + ß2 (±y,±Ry^

= 0(l)[(D*v,UD*v) + 0(l)].

From (3.8) we obtain

^4^(D*v,UD*v) < (D*v,VD*v) < ß\(D*v, y/)\ + lm(v ,ißRy)
ß

< 0(l)(D*v ,UD*v)xl2 + lm(v + ±-y ,ißRy\    (by (3.9))

< 0(l)(D*v, UD*v)x'2 + 0(l)[(D*v, UD*v)X'2 + 0(1)]    (by (3.10)),

hence

(3.11) (D*v, UD'v)X12 = 0(ß/y(ß) + 1).

Again by (3.10) we have

(3.12) \\v\\ = 0(l/y(ß) + l/ß).
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To estimate 0(£) = (£ + iß)~xGl'\QD*v + (£ + iß) V(0 notice that

C(chßD^'zhßG{0Dtv)dHQ

iT /n.   r £ - iß-¿ Im ( D v , /     -=—^
0      \ 7o    £2 + j?2

--i Im ( D*v , ¡     ^-^G((;)D*v dv(Q

= \ Re(D*iz, ißA(iß)D*v)
ß2

= JI(D*,,c/D*,) = 0^ + -lj,

and evidently ||(1/(iä + Ç))y/\\ < {l/ß)\\v\\ = 0(1/ß), so that

H\\ = 0(l/y(ß) + l/ß).   a

Lemma 3.4, inserted into the differentiability criterion, immediately yields

Theorem 3.1.

4. Homogeneous viscoelastic materials

In this section we show how small deformations of a viscoelastic body fit in

the framework developed in the previous sections. We consider a homogeneous

linearly viscoelastic body. (Homogeneity is not crucial but makes the notation

somewhat less tedious.)

Let QcR1 be a bounded domain with C -boundary, which describes a

stress-free reference configuration of the body, dx will denote the volume

element, x = (xx,x2,xi)T stands for particle coordinates. Y is the boundary

of Í2 with surface element dS. n(x) is the outward normal unit vector at

jceT.
As usual, a prime denotes the derivative with respect to t, while spatial

derivatives are abbreviated by f, = df/dxi. We use the following summation

convention: Unless stated otherwise, every index appearing more than once in

a term is a summation index.

Let u(t,x) be the displacement of the particle x at time t, v = u the

velocity field, e = (e,,), ._,..., is the strain, i.e., the symmetrized deformation

gradient e(J = \(u¡ + m ,). We will use the rate of strain e? = \(vi , + Vj ,).

a = (aa\ /=i3 lS tne stress- (Treating only small deformations, we need not

distinguish between Cauchy stress and Piola-Kirchoff stress.)

We assume that the material satisfies the following constitutive equation:

(4.1 ) o,j(t ,x)=        aijkl(t - s)e'k,(s, x) ds
J—00

(For the equations of linear viscoelasticity we refer to [5, 14, 22]. We remark

that this constitutive equation, applied to a solid, describes the case that the
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material was initially at rest a long time back. The equation can easily be mod-

ified to describe a material that has been under constant strain for an infinitely

long time. In this case, the equation needs to be written in terms of rate of

strain and the strain itself, in a manner analogous to the scalar equation treated

in [13]. The mathematical treatment of this equation and the results obtained

are exactly the same as those for (4.1).)

For the relaxation kernel a we assume:

Hypothesis a.  a,,k, satisfies the following symmetry condition:

aijkl = ajikl = aklij •

Moreover, there are a tensor-valued function g = g,-k, on (0, co) and a non-

decreasing function v : [0, oo) —► [0, oo) such that
/•OO

a (t) = J    e-°gi]k,(Qdv(0.ijkA

For all £, g(Q is positive semidefinite in the sense that for all £, e R3x3,

Çijgjjic^QÇki — 0-   a ls assumed to De integrable on (0,1), and for some

f0 > 0, a(i0) is positive definite. Of course, we have the

Momentum equation:

(4.2) pv'j(t,x) = oij ß,x),

where p is the mass density in reference configuration.

Finally, we give energy-preserving

Boundary conditions: T is the disjoint union of two parts T0 , Tx such that

the body is fixed at T0 and stress-free at Tx, i.e.,

(4.3) v(t,x) = 0   forxer0,

(4.4) oij(t,x)nj(x) = 0   for x er,.

( T0 or r, may be empty.)

As state space for the velocity field v(t) we take Y = L2(Q,R3) with the

usual norm; for the stress field o(t) we put X = L (Œ,RS™) wrtn IMI   =

Jo. aij(x)aij(x) dx. Here R * denotes the space of symmetric real 3x3 ten-

sors.

To rewrite (4.2) as

Rv'(t) = -Do(t),

we put R = p. id in Y, and let D be defined on

domD = {oeX: a,. . e L2(Q,R), for * e Tx, ou(x)nj(x) = 0}

by (Drj); = -a,, . (Derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions. The

boundary condition in the definition of dorn D makes sense by the Trace The-

orem [34, Theorem 1.2] and takes care of (4.4).)

Before we rewrite (4.1) we collect some facts about D and the state spaces.

For a more thorough discussion see, e.g., [16, 34].
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Lemma 4.1.

(a) D is a densely defined, closed linear operator X d dorn D —► Y.

(b) Its adjoint D* is defined on

domD* = {ve HX(Q,R3): v'x) = Oforxe T0}

by (D*v)ij=l1(vij + vji).

Proof, (a) As the space of test functions .^(Q.R* ) is contained in domD,

it is clear that dorn D is dense in X. To check closedness, assume that a" e

in
2

domD, o" —* o in X, and Do" —> v in Y. As a",    converges to a,, , i

the sense of distributions and to -v, in L , we infer that a,,    = -i>( e L

for z = 1, ... , 3. By [34, Theorem 1.2] 0 = o^nAr| converges to o,,n,\T   in

i/_1/2(r, ,R). Thus o e domD and Do = v.

(b) Assume first that o e domD and v e Hx(Cl,R3) with v\Fo = 0. [34,

(1.19)] says that for any w eHx(Q,R) and i = 1, ... ,3,

Ja(euwj + oijjW)dx = J^njWdS.

Utilizing symmetry of o we obtain

fa0iJ2^vi,J + vJ.i)dx + jQaüJvidx

= \ j¿°uvtj + °jivj,i + W« + ff;i^) rf*

= 2jr^UnJVi + aJinivJ^dSss0'

Thus t; e domD* and (D*u)(. = ^(üj. . + ?; ;.).

Conversely, assume that v e domD* and D*v = r. For arbitrary n e

3t(£l,R x ) consider the symmetrized tensor cr. = j(n,j + n,,). Taking dis-

tributional derivatives of v we obtain fn n,Mv, , + Vj ;) dx = /n oijvi , dx =

-iaau,jvidx = (D°>v) = Icl(JijrUdx = fn1ijrudx (by symmetry of t);

thus \(vu + vjt¡) = r,j e L2(fl,R). By Korn's inequality, e.g., [16, (5.31 ' )]

this implies that v e Hx(£l,R3). Any arbitrary y e H~X/2(T0,R3) can be

extended by 0 to Tx. By [34, Remark 1.2] there exists some o e domD such

that o^nj = y, on T. Again using [34, (1.19)], we infer that /r y,v,dS =

fT y,v,dS = fa{o,jV, j + a,. jV,)dx = (a,D*v) - (Do,v) = 0. As y was arbi-

trary, we infer that v\r = 0. Thus v satisfies v e Hx(Çl,R3) and v(x) = 0

for xeT0, and (D*v),j = x,j = \(v,j + vj,).   D

In the context of our viscoelastic problem this says that e = D*v . Defining

the operator A(t): X -+ X by (A(t)e),j(x) = aijkl(t)ek,(x), we can now rewrite

(4.2) as

o-(0= f    A(t-s)D*v(s)ds.
J—oo
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Hypothesis A can easily be derived from Hypothesis a. Thus (2.1), (2.2) serve

as an abstract setting for (4.1)-(4.4). The following theorems are literal trans-

lations of Corollaries 2.2 and 3.2.

Theorem 4.2.

(a) // v: (-oo,0] -» Hx(il,R3)  is such that ij|r   = 0 and 0O(£,,) =

¡°ooeitGx/2(0D*v(t)dt satisfies

0oeL2,((O,oo),L2(n,R3xm3)),

£0o-C71/2(£)D*iz(O)EL;((O,oo),L2(n,R3><m3)):

sym '

sym ■

and f^a^D'vWdtedomD, then there exist v e C'([0,oo),L2(Q,R3)),

o- e C((0,oo), L2(Q,R3yxm3)), such that (4.1)-(4.4) are satisfied.

(b) If v" : (-co, 0) —»• dorn D* satisfy the conditions above and converge in the

sense that vn(0) —► vQ e Y and 4>n0 —> 0O e Lv, then the solutions vn converge

to some v e C([0,oo),L (£2,R )) uniformly on compact intervals. We call v

the generalized solution to (4.1)-(4.4).

Theorem 4.3. Let ißä(iß) = u(iß) + iv(iß) with complex fourth-order tensors

satisfying u,jk, = ujik, = UkHj and v,jk, = vJik, = vklij. Let y: (0,oo) - (0,oo)

besuch that ßv(iß)-y(ß)u(iß) is positive semidefinite in the sense that for each

second-order tensor (f0), ^j[ßvijk,(iß) - y(ß)uijkl(iß)]^k, > 0.

(a) //"limsupg_>00log(p,)/y(p1) = 0, then the generalized solution v to (4.1)-

(4.4) is in C°°((0 ,oo),Hl(Q, R3)), and an associated o e C°°((0, oo), domD)

is defined.
(b) 7/'limsupo_(0olog()S)/y(p1) < oo, then v gains smoothness in time grad-

ually. For sufficiently large t > 0 v(t) e domD* , and o(t) is defined, gaining

smoothness gradually.

(c) If limsup^^ ß/y(ß) < oo, then v is analytic in t. (In particular,

disturbances are propagated in space with infinite speed.)

We apply these results to a linearly viscoelastic, isotropic medium. By iso-

tropy the tensor a has the form, e.g., [15, (8.4-4)]

aijkl(t) = k(t)ô,jôkl + p(t)[oikoß + ô„SJk].

A and p are the Lamé moduli, p is the shear modulus, and zc = A + 2^/3 is

the bulk modulus. We assume that both k and p are completely monotonie.

Keeping in mind that we consider only action of a on symmetric 3x3

tensors, we rewrite a as a 6x6 matrix with respect to the basis
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a =

of R3^3 and obtain

(k + 2p     A A      0   0   0 \
A     k + 2p     A      000
A A     A + 2^000
0 0 0     2p 0   0
0 0 0      0 2p 0

\    0 0 0      0   0 2pJ
A simple orthogonal similarity transform transforms this matrix into

diag(3A + 2p,2p,2p,2p,2p, 2p) = diag(3zc ,2p,2p,2p,2p, 2p).

Hence
u(iß) S diag(Re(3ißk(iß)),Re(2ißp(iß),...),

v(iß) = diag(Im(3ißk(iß)), Im(2ißp(iß),...)
3x3

with respect to a suitable basis in R     . Consequently y may be defined by

y(ß) = min
(-

ßRek(iß)        ßRep(iß)

)•Imk(iß)  '       Imp(iß)

We therefore obtain

Corollary 4.4. Consider a linearly viscoelastic isotropic body where the bulk mod-

ulus K and the shear modulus p are completely monotonie.

(a) If both
..            loeßImk(iß)
hm sup-=£:—. ,.„;    = 0

ß->oo ßRek(iß)

and
log ß Im fi(iß)

lim SUP-;r=;-. . . -■—  = U ,
ß^J     ßRep(iß)

then v(t) is infinitely differentiable in time, and o(t) is defined and infinitely

differentiable in time for all t > 0.
(b) If both

and

logßlmkfm
limsup--¡r—— < oo.

j_oo        ßReK(tß)

.. log ß Im p(iß)
hm sup-»t.    ~7oï    < °° '

,_oo        ßRep(iß)

then v(t) is differentiable in time, and o(t) is defined for sufficiently large t >0.

With increasing t, v and o gain smoothness.

(c) If both
.. Imk(iß)
limsup-——.).0. < oo,

^-►oo Rek(iß)

and

then v(t) is analytic in t.

hm sup-,   .;.' < oo,
s^oo     Rep(tß)
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5. Thermoviscoelasticity

We modify the methods above to treat certain cases of linear thermovis-

coelasticity. In [5, p. 89f] we find the following general equations:

(5.1) pv'i(t,x) = oijJ(t,x),

(5.2) ou(t,x)= f    aijk,(t - r)ekl(r, x) dr - f    btJ(t - r)d'(r,x)dr,
J—oo J—oo

(5.3)

kudjj(t,x) = — \f    m(t-r)d'(r,x)dr + J     btJ(t- r)e'i](r,x)dr   ,

where 6 denotes the temperature field, k and m are physical quantities gov-

erning heat conduction, and b describes conversion of mechanical energy to

heat and vice versa. The other parameters have the same meaning as in the pre-

vious section. (As we do not necessarily assume that the material is in stress-free

configuration at time 0, we integrate from -co to t in the convolution terms.

We assume no body forces. Some of the coefficients have been renamed and

rescaled.)

In addition to the mechanical boundary conditions of the previous section,

(5.4) v,(t,x) = 0   onT0,

(5.5) oij(t,x)nj(x) = 0   onTx,

we assume that there is complete heat insulation on one part of the boundary

and constant temperature 0 on its complement.

(5.6) d(t,x) = 0   onr3,

(5.7) kijnj(x)d j(t,x) = 0   onr4,

where T = T3 + T4 is another partition of the boundary.

We simplify the equations above by assuming that there are no memory effects

in the law of heat conduction. This yields

(5.2') ou(t,x)= f    aijkl(t-r)Ek,(r,x)dr-bijd(t,x),
J—oo

(5.3') md'(t,x) = kue u(t,x) - b,je,j(t,x).

Besides the hypotheses of §4 we require

Hypothesis k. (k¡¡) is a symmetric positive definite real 3x3 tensor, (b,T) is

a real 3x3 tensor, and m > 0.
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The state spaces for v(t,.) and o(t,7) are again Y = L2(Q,R3) and X =

L2(n,R3xn3), respectively. For 9(t,.) we consider the space Z = L2(Q,R).

The equations can now be rewritten

Rv'(t) = -Do(t),

(5.8) o(t)= f    A(t-s)D*v(s)ds + B0(t),
J—oo

M6'(t) = -L6(t) + B*D*v(t).

R, A, D, D* are as before. M is just multiplication by m but can be any

positive definite continuously invertible operator in Z . L: Z D domL —► Z is

a positive semidefinite self-adjoint operator, namely Ld = —k,,B ,,, defined on

domL = {6e H2(Q,R): 6(x) = 0 on T3, k,.d ,rtj = 0 on T4},

and B is a bounded linear operator Z -+ X, namely (BO),, = -b,,B .

We again construct a semigroup as in §2. Including 6 we obtain a state

(v,0,ö) eä? = Y x L2v((0,o6),X) x Z , normed by

\\(v ,tf>,d)\\2 = (v ,Rv) + r (<ß(0 ,<P(Q) du(Q + (d ,M6).
Jo

The abstract differential equation is now

[/•OO

J    Gxl2(Q<p(t,Qdv(Q + B6(t)\ ,

0'(í,£) = G1/2(£)D*í;(í)-£0(/,£),

e'(t) = -M~X[Ld(t) - B*D*v(t)].

So we define an operator 738 on

dom^ = ((v,<f>,6)e^:vedomD\ GX'2(QD*v - £0 e L2v , dedomL,

i" C71/2(£)0(£) du(Q + Bde domD j

by

7%(v,<p,d)=(-R-xD |OOC71/2(£)0(£)^(£) + Rf?   ,

D*v - £0(£), - M~X[Ld - B*D*v]\ .

We again obtain the wellposedness result:

Theorem 5.1. âë generates a semigroup ?T(t) of contractions in S?'.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1, so we state only

the necessary modifications. To prove that 738 is densely defined, proceed as

in the proof of Lemma 2.5. To approximate (y, \p, n) e 3? by (v ,<¡>,6) e

dom777§ , first choose v e domD* close to y and 6 e domL close to n. Then
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construct n and \p as in Lemma 2.5, but such that /0°° Gxl2(Q<p(Qdv(Q +

RÖG domD.

Direct computation as in Lemma 2.6 shows that for (v, 0,6) e dom77%

<0;

kv+R  XD = y,

Re((i;,0,ö),^(tz,0,ö)) = -Re[|OO£(0(£),0(£))i/zy(£) + (r?,LÖ)

thus ?38 is dissipative.

Now fix some A > 0. As in Lemma 2.7, we show that (A - 77S)~X exists.

Again, all we have to do is to find some solution (v ,0,0) to

"    /*O0

/    C71/2(£)0(£)¿K£) + R0
Jo

(A + £)0(£)-l71/2(£)D*u = ,//(£),

kd + M~X(L6-B*D*v) = n.

We solve explicitly for 0 and 6 in terms of v :

0(0 = J7ç(r(C) + GXI2(QD*v) ,6 = (k + M~XL)-X(n + M~xB*D*v).

(A + M~ L)~x exists, since M~XL is self-adjoint positive semidefinite with

respect to the scalar product (z, Mz). With tp as in §2 and

/•OO

/    G1/2(£)0(O^(£) + RÖ,
./o

we have to solve

kv + R  xDz = y,

kz-k[Â(k) + B(k + M XL)  XM  xB*]D*v=kip(k)+kB(k + M  'L)   Xn.

This is just the system (2.7), (2.8) with a modified right-hand side and Â(k)

replaced by the operator Â(k) + B(kM + L)~XB*, which is positive definite and

continuously invertible as well. Thus the proof of Lemma 2.7 shows that there

exists a solution.   G

In the thermoviscoelastic case the following version of the smoothing crite-

rion holds:

Theorem 5.2. Let 77~(t) be the semigroup generated by 38, and

k[A(k) + B(kM + L)~XB*] = Ü(k) + iV(k)

with self-adjoint operators Ü and V. Suppose that y: (0,oo) —► (0,oo) is such

that for all ß>0, ßV(iß) - y(ß)Ü(iß) is positive semidefinite.

(a) 7/limsup;,^00log(yS)/y()ff) = 0, then 7T(t) is differentiable.

(b) If \imsuo^00lo%(ß)ly(ß) < oo, then 7T(t) is eventually differentiable.

(c) If limsupg^^ ß/y(ß) < oo, then 7T(t) is analytic.

For the proof we need a simple technical lemma:
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Lemma 5.3. If H is a (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operator in a Hubert

space ¡

(1/0)1
Proof.

space ß?, and x e%?, then for any real ß, ((-iß + H)   x, (-iß + H)    x) =

(l/ß)Im(x,(iß + H)-xx).

((-iß + H)~xx, (-iß + H)~xx) = (x, (iß + H)~x(-iß + H)~xx)

= (l/2iß)(x,(-iß + H)~xx - (iß + H)~xx)

= (l/ß)Im(x,(iß + H)~xx).   D

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. There the

crucial part was Lemma 3.4. So we show again (and in the same fashion) that

\\(iß-<2)-x\\ = 0(l/y(ß) + l/ß) asp^oc.

Assume that (iß - 3B)(v, 0,6) = (y, \p, n) with \\(y, \p, n)\\ < 1, i.e.,

(5.9) ißv + R  XD f°° GXI2(Qcp(Qdu(Q + Be
Jo

= y,

(5.10) ißd(C) - C71/2(£)D*iz(£) + £0(£) = ip(Q,

r-l.
(5.11) ißd + M   (LO-B D v) = n.

We solve explicitly

*<«=C^ra+íT^G''2<í>°''''

hence
/•OO

/    G1/2(£)0(£) dv(Q = ip(iß) + Ä(iß)D*v,
Jo

with ip as in Lemma 3.4, and

6 = (iß + M~xL)~Xn + (iß + M~XL)~XM~XB*D*v.

Notice that M~ L is self-adjoint with respect to the inner product (x, My),

so that (iß + M~XL)~X exists. Now (5.9) becomes

(5.12) ißv + R~XD{[A(iß) + B(iß + M~x Lfx M~x B*]D*v

+[ip(iß) + B(iß + M-xL)-xn]}=y.

This equation should be compared to (3.4). The operator Ä(iß) has been

replaced by Ä(iß) + B(iß + M~xL)~xM~xB*, and y/(iß) has changed into

ip(iß) + B(iß + M~xL)~xn. As Ü and V play the same role for Ä(iß) +

B(iß+M~XL)~XM~xB* as U and V play for A(iß), we can get the estimates

(5.13) (D*v, t/D*iz)1/2 = 0(ß/y(ß) + 1),

(5.14) \\v\\ = 0(l/y(ß) + l/ß),

much as (3.12) and (3.13) once we can show that for any x e X

(5.15) \(x,<p(iß) + B(iß + M-xL)-xn)\ = 0(ß-x)(x,Üx)Xi2
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(cf. (3.9)). Since

(5.16)
(x,Üx-Ux) = \(x,B[iß(iß + M XL)  x-iß(-iß + M 'L)   x]M~xB*x)

= \(x, ß2B(iß + M~XL)~X(-iß + M~XL)~XM~XB?' x)

= C((~iß + M~X L)~X M~X B* x ,M(-iß + M~XL)~XM~XB*x)

>0,

we obtain from (3.9) that \(x,tp(iß))\ = 0(ß~x)(x, Üx)x/2 .

\(x,B(iß + M~XL)~xn)\ = \((-iß + M~XL)~XM~XB*x,Mn)\

< (n,Mn)X'2((-iß + M~xL)'xM~xB*x,M(-iß + M~xL)~xM~xB*x)X'2.

Lemma 5.3, applied to H = M~ L and inner product (x, My) yields

\(x,B(iß + M~xL)-xn)\

< 0(ß~X'2)(Im(M~xB*x,M(iß + M~xL)~xM~xB*x))X'2

= 0(ß~X/2)(Re(x,iB((iß + M~xL)~xM~XB*x))Xß = 0(ß~X)(x,Üx)X/2.

Consequently (5.15) holds and the estimates (5.13) and (5.14) for v are valid.

Now 0 can be estimated precisely as in Lemma (3.4). To estimate ||0|| notice

that \\(iß + M'xL)~xn\\ = 0(ß~x), since M~xL is self-adjoint with respect to

a suitable scalar product, and that (5.16) backward reads

((iß + M~XL)~XM~XB*D*v,M(iß + M~X LfX M~X B*D*v)X'2

<j(D'v,(U-U)D*v)x/2 = 0(l/y(ß) + l/ß)   by (5.13).   D
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